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Basically a revised edition of [the author's] A preliminary survey of the law of real
property.
Excerpt from The Law of Real Property, Vol. 1: Being a Complete Compendium of Real Estate
Law, Embracing: All Current Case Law, Carefully Selected, Thoroughly Annotated and
Accurately Epitomized; Comparative Statutory Construction of the Laws of the Several
States; And Exhaustive Treatises Upon the Mo Upon the subjects already named, and their
logical sub divisions, in this country alone, there have been published over 125, (x)0
precedents, besides statutory provisions almost innumerable. This vast aggregate of
judicial opinions on real property law is now being increased at the alarming rate of
cases each year, and the additions which are being made to the statutes upon the same
subjects are equally appalling. These numbers include only those cases which it is proper
to classify under topics which logically belong to the Law OF real property. The whole
number of American published judicial Opinions is estimated to be The whole num ber of
published cases decided each year is enormous. In 1892 there were and in 1896 the number
had increased to No lawyer or judge has the time to sift, classify and arrange this vast
mass of legal lore. He must depend on the helps furnished by the law book editors and
publishers. Upon the wise choice of these helps depends his success. About the Publisher
Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy.
In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be
replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works.
The Law of Real Property, Vol. 9
Being a Comprehensive Treatment of Every Phase of the Subject with Special Reference to
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the Acquisition, Encumbrance and Alienation of Real Property
The Law of Real Property (based on Minor's Institutes)
Commentaries on the Modern Law of Real Property
(based on Minor's Institutes)
Asserting that real property law can only be understood in the light of its historical evolution, the authors fulfill that need
for the reader. In particular, the book enables first year law students to build a sound foundation for further study.
Included are the methods of holding land - feudal tenures; estates in land; seisin, the real actions and adverse possession;
incorporeal interests; and estates held in co-ownership.
Excerpt from The Law of Real Property, Vol. 9: Being a Complete Compendium of Real Estate Law, Embracing All Current
Case Law, Carefully Selected, Thoroughly Annotated and Accurately Epitomized; Comparative Statutory Construction of
the Laws of the Several States Alteration or vacation of street - Abutter's rights on vacation of part of street not in front of
his property. Assessments against abutting owners for municipal improvements - Constitutionality of statutes - Frontage
system. Assessments against abutting owners for municipal improvements - Property subject to - Railroad right of way.
Assessments against abutting owners for municipal improvements - Miscellaneous notes. About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair
the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works.
An Historical Background of the Common Law of Real Property and Its Modern Application
A Short Historical Introduction to the Law of Real Property
The Law of Real Property and Other Interests in Land
Being a Complete Compendium of the Real Estate Law, Embracing: All Current Case Law, Carefully Selected, Thoroughly
Annotated and Accurately Epitomized; Comparative, Statutory Construciton of the Laws of the Several States; and
Exhaustive Treatises Upon the Most Important Branches of the Law of Real Property
Megarry and Wade

'Here is a book whose breadth of purpose and depth of learning are breathtaking.' Peter Butt,
[2005] 69 Conv 363 Gray & Gray's Elements of Land Law is the definitive textbook on the subject.
The book offers comprehensive coverage of the law in this area. The authors provide an
insightful and thought-provoking commentary on the modern development of the subject and go on
to explore how land law functions in today's society. The book includes an analysis of recent
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legislation and case law in England and Wales. There are also references to significant cases
from Australia, New Zealand, the United States and Canada, coupled with a detailed account of
reforms currently proposed by the English Law Commission. The book demonstrates a thorough
understanding of the social and political context of land law and guides the reader through the
sometimes difficult terminology of the subject. This fifth edition continues to balance up-todate coverage of the key issues in land law with a critical survey of cutting-edge research.
Building on the strengths of previous editions, the book ensures that excellent scholarship is
accessible to an even wider readership: more chapters of shorter length offer the possibility of
readers 'dipping' into topics in a non-linear way. A fresh, new format and text design support
the re-structuring of content and aid navigability. Readers wanting to explore areas of interest
in more depth are encouraged to do so by the exemplary footnoting and referencing. The book is
accompanied by an online resource centre providing updates and web links between editions. This
facility also contains illustrative material such as photographs relating to relevant cases
discussed in the book. A podcast of the authors introducing the subject will excite students new
to the subject area.
Previous editions published in : 2002 (3rd) and 1962 (1st).
Being a Complete Compendium of Real Estate Law, Embracing All Current Case Law, Carefully
Selected, Thoroughly Annotated and Accurately Epitomized; Comparative Statutory Construction of
the Laws of the Several States
The Law of Real Property, Vol. 5
A Treatise on the American Law of Real Property
The Law of Real Property

The Law of Real PropertySweet & Maxwell
Megarry and Wade : The Law of Real Property
Law of Real Property
Including, Also, General Rules of Law Relating to the Purchase and Sale of Real Property, Or Law of Vendor and Purchaser. As
Determined by the Leading Courts of England and the United States
Powell on Real Property
Handbook of the Law of Real Property
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Being a Complete Compendium of Real Estate Law Embracing All Current Case Law, Carefully Selected, Thoroughly Annotated,
and Accurately Epitomized, Comparative Statutory Construction of the Laws of the Several States, and Exhaustive Treatises Upon
the Most Important Branches of the Law of Real Property
Previous editions published in : 1988 (2nd) and 1962 (1st).
The easy way to make sense of property law Understanding property law is vital for all aspiring lawyers andlegal professionals, and
property courses are foundational classeswithin all law schools. Property Law For Dummies tracks to atypical property law course and
introduces you to property law andtheory, exploring different types of propertyinterests—particularly "real property." In approachable
For Dummies fashion, this book gives you abetter understanding of the important property law concepts andaids in the reading and
analysis of cases, statutes, andregulations. Tracks to a typical property law course Plain-English explanations make it easier to grasp
property lawconcepts Serves as excellent supplemental reading for anyone preparingfor their state's Bar Exam The information in
Property Law For Dummies benefitsstudents enrolled in a property law course as well as non-students,landlords, small business owners,
and government officials, whowant to know more about the ins and outs property law.
Being a Complete and Logical Compilation of All the Statutes Appertaining to Real Estate Law, with Exhaustive Annotations; Together
with Notes Upon the Common Law as It Is Modified By, O
Colorado Real Property Law
The Law of Real Property, Vol. 6
Being a Complete Compendium of Real Estate Law, Embracing: All Current Case Law, Carefully Selected, Thoroughly Annotated and
Accurately Epitomized; Comparative Statutory Construction of the Laws of the Several States; An
Elements of Land Law

Excerpt from Annotated Real Estate Statutes of Indiana; The Law of Real Property: Being a Complete and Logical
Compilation of All the Statutes Appertaining to Real Estate Law, With Exhaustive Annotations; Together With Notes
Upon the Common Law as It Is Modified By, or in Force Independent Of, the Statutes To collect all of the statutes of
Indiana which in any way afiect the title to real property, and arrange them in a logical manner, together with the
case and text-book law bearing on these statutes and kindred legal principles, has been no easy task. We are
conscious of' the imperfections which must mark all work of this character; and we can only say that we have
endeavored, by patient and careful labor, to render these imperfections as harmless, and our work as helpful, to our
brethren in the proies sion as possible. In the preparation of our notes we have purposely avoided the style common
in the preparation of a thesis or treatise, in order that we might bring the attention of the reader direct to the de
cisions of courts and the utterances of Jurists. In references to cases, it has been our aim to state the legal principle,
which, from a careful examination of each case, we believe it sustains; leaving the reader to determine what wag/at it
ought to liar/e, and what its application should be. We have kept in mind the fact that the statute, and its construction
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by our own Supreme Court, is of the first importance. Common-law questions have been given such prominence as
their importance seemed to demand. Conﬂicting authorities have been brought together, in some instances recon
ciled; in others the weight is shown, and in other cases our limited space has only permitted us to hint at inviting lines
of discussion. The many important subjects embraced in this book, if dis cussed in the usual style of text-book law,
would fill volumes; and, in order to compress it all into the small compass of this volume. About the Publisher
Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com
This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy.
In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We
do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works.
This classic monograph presents a simple, concise and readable text of the history of the English common law
scheme of estates in land, including future interests, and the scheme's importation to the United States. The text
specially treats the types of interests a person can hold in land today and the associated legal rules that affect those
interests. The text is peppered with many review problems to assist the reader in learning the material in the
monograph.
Moynihan's Introduction to the Law of Real Property, 6th
A Treatise on the Law of Real Property
Being a Complete Analytical Epitome of All Current Decisions of the Courts of Last Resort of the Several States ...
which Involve Any Right Or Interest In, Or Instrument Or Procedure Affecting Real Estate. To which is Added, a System
of Annotations Giving References ...
An Elementary Compendium of the Law of Real Property
Michael Allan Wolf Desk Edition
Excerpt from The Law of Real Property, Vol. 5: Being a Complete Compendium of Real Estate
Law, Embracing All Current Case Law, Carefully Selected, Thoroughly Annotated and
Accurately Epitomized; Comparative Statutory Construction of the Laws of the Several
States Cotenants - Life tenants and remaindermen - Vendor and vendee. Landlord and tenant
- Parental and filial relations. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is
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a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the
original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Excerpt from The Law of Real Property, Vol. 6: Being a Complete Compendium of Real Estate
Law, Embracing All Current Case Law, Carefully Selected, Thoroughly Annotated and
Accurately Epitomized; Comparative Statutory Construction of the Laws of the Several
States In editing the new cases which this volume adds to our serial, no material
departure has been made from the original plan; but we have sought to emphasize those
features which practical use has proved of value to the busy lawyer, and have given
special attention to those subjects not hitherto fully treated. So far as possible the
value of a case as authority is indicated by the manner in which it is treated. Special
reference is made to those Opinions which display learning and research upon the subject
under consideration, the language of the court and its citations upon the point
frequently being given in full. The startling extent to which the value of any case as
authority to the practitioner, in another jurisdiction, is frequently increased or
diminished by the existence of a statute has led us to make a special effort clearly to
indicate to what extent an Opinion applies or construes a statute. In the preparation of
this volume the examination and citation of the new statutes has not been confined to
those subjects upon which a special treatise has heretofore been published in the series,
but the latest Session Laws of all the states and territories have been' examined for new
or amendatory statutes upon every phase of the law of real property, and to all such
statutes proper references have been given. These statutes are conveniently arranged in
appropriate sections. If a new statute amends a former statute, references to both are
given, and where a new statute appertains to some subject of general import ance its
provisions are either quoted or concisely stated. This addition, which will become a
permanent feature of our serial, will make it not only a complete compendium of the
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current case law of the Law of Real Property, but will keep the profession advised of the
growth and changes in the statute. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is
a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the
original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Property Law For Dummies
Cheshire's Modern Law of Real Property
Introduction to the Law of Real Property
The Law of Real Property, Vol. 1
Annotated Real Estate Statutes of Indiana; The Law of Real Property
Now in its 9th Edition, Megarry and Wade: The Law of Real Property provides a comprehensive and authoritative coverage of all aspects of the
contemporary law of real property. It covers the whole of the English law of real property, together with related subjects such as conveyancing,
leases and wills and intestacy, in a single volume. Due to the book's long history and its association with Sir Robert Megarry V.C. and Sir
William Wade, it is viewed as a highly authoritative source of English Land Law.
Commentaries on the Law of Real Property
The New York Law and Practice of Real Property
The Law of Real Property and Deeds
Introduction to Real Property Law
Actions and Defenses
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